


Three hundred years ago Europe’s aristocracy travelled to Italy 

on a Grand Tour in search of personal inspiration. 

Led by knowledgeable guides, this privileged elite delighted in dramatic 

landscapes, the relics of classical antiquity and the pursuit of pleasure.

Some were so smitten that they never returned home.



Today, where horse-drawn carriages once swayed and creaked along dusty tracks, 

Red Travel and the Cavallino - the venerated prancing horse symbol of Ferrari - 

will take you on a tour that encompasses all that is finest in Italian life.



Imagine a warm evening stroll through the ancient streets of Rome.

  Or dining in one of Italy’s most magnificent restaurants as the sun sets 

over the medieval rooftops of Florence. 

Imagine yourself breathing the scent of olives 

as you sweep through the rolling Tuscan hills. 

Now imagine yourself doing all this at the wheel of a Ferrari.

Truly, these are experiences worthy of aristrocrats of taste.Italia in Ferrari. There is no other way



“Time after time I was absolutely 

 overwhelmed by the beauty and 

 magnificence of the treasures before me. ”



Where would world culture be without Italy? 

From the breathtaking majesty of the Colosseum in Rome to tiny hill-top village 

churches deep in the countryside, Italy offers a spellbinding trail for everyone who 

values beautiful works of art created by human hands.

Then turn and look at what Nature provides as an awe-inspiring counterpoint. 

The glorious coastline where dramatic cliffs and gentle, golden beaches demand your 

admiration. The sweeping hills and valleys dotted with thin cypress trees along your 

route. These are memories to savour for ever.

Italia in Ferrari. Quite simply a world apart



“We’d seen  Italy many times before - but never like this. 

                                            We left with our love of the country fresher than ever.”



Relaxation and enjoyment are states of mind most notable for their absence 

in too many holidays. Your Private Italy, Italy by Ferrari is quite simply a world away.

While you are our guest we are constantly - yet unobtrusively - 

at hand to ensure that nothing disturbs the sensory enchantment 

of your tour. From the moment we usher you into your Ferrari we will

remain discreetly at your service. 

Your personal tour manager leads you on your journey at a pace 

that you determine each day. 

The sun embraces you. 

Italy greets you as its welcome guests.

Italia in Ferrari. When only the best will do



“Our guide was courteous but almost invisible...   there when we needed him then melting away when we didn’t.”



As your fingers flex eagerly around your Ferrari’s steering wheel, 

your toes dip on the accelerator and the engine awaits your first command of 

the day, where will the road take you? 

One of the joys of Italia in Ferrari is that your time is your own. 

Would you enjoy a round of golf each day before lunch? 

A dawn flight in a hot air balloon? 

Or a moonlit boat ride? 

Only your imagination can set the scene. 

We are waiting to listen to your wishes and turn them a memorable reality. 

 I talia in Ferrari. The luxury of being yourself



“Nothing was too much trouble and their only concern was  that the trip would be

                                                                          a  fantastic  experience. They succeeded.”



You never forget your first time behind the wheel of a Ferrari. 

And, even if you’re a seasoned adherent of the marque, you’ll relish 

testing your driving skills along the superbly twisting roads that 

lace the hills of Tuscany and Umbria.

 With so little traffic to distract your attention, you’ll be able 

to enjoy to the full the mesmerising roar of the magnificent 

engine, the finely tuned suspension, and the sheer glory 

of being in control of one of the most beautiful 

moving sculptures ever to grace the world’s roads.

Your Private Italy Car Portfolio:

Ferrari 599 GTB Fiorano F1
Ferrari 430 Spider F1
Ferrari 430 Coupè F1
Ferrari 612 Scaglietti F1

Italia in Ferrari. Exhilarating.



“The cars, the scenery, the hotels, the... well,

       I could go on and on... Our holiday was simply magical.”



Hospitality has a long tradition in Italy. It’s waiting to welcome you. 

We have selected the finest hotels and gourmet restaurants 

in Tuscany and Umbria in order to excite your eyes and satisfy your taste

buds. And, if you light upon an alternative, 

we’ll arrange to include it in your tour. All you have to do is enjoy yourself.

Bring as much luggage as you require. 

At the end of each day it will be in your room when you arrive. 

Your Ferrari will be parked for you and then be waiting -

cleaned and refueled - the following morning. 

The open road awaits you.

I talia in Ferrari. As only the privileged few know it



“The restaurants were superb. This was food for the gods.

             What else could lure me from the wheel of my Ferrari?”



In Italy, shopping is a way of life. From the bright colours of peppers and tomatoes in a 

street market through to the elegant lines of couturier designs, Italians learn from an 

early age to be discerning customers.

So prepare to be overwhelmed by choice as your senses are teased and tempted by the 

creations of master craftsmen. 

Whether you favour the glamour of exclusive boutiques in broad piazzas or hidden 

treasure troves in quiet alleyways, our tour guides know where you can find gifts for 

your family and friends – not forgetting yourself – that will add further 

lustre to your tour.

Italia in Ferrari. Indulge yourself



“They took charge of the whole operation...

                      it was absolutely perfect”.



               As a reward for outstanding individual achievement, or as a wider, 

                                                              team-building adventure, Your Private Italy, Italia in Ferrari 

is an experience of excellence that will live forever in the memory.

Whether touring singly or as part of a team, 

the attention to detail is always the same.

From the full briefing in a location of your choice – with a thorough

introduction to driving a Ferrari – through every

second of the tour, drivers can concentrate solely on

enjoying themselves, confident in the knowledge that

they are in safe hands.

I talia in Ferrari. Perfection in every detail



“To maintain such impeccable standards requires 

            a huge commitment from everyone involved...

   these were people with a total  passion for excellence.”



However long your tour with Italia in Ferrari, 

you will leave for home with a wealth of memories. 

If only life could be this way every day. 

Here you can see two of our itineraries; 

but Your Private Italy, Italia in Ferrari is your private indulgence. 

Tell us where you would like to go and what it will please you to see and do. 

How many days will it take to satisfy your desire to enjoy all that is best in Italy? 

It is part of the pleasure of Italia in Ferrari that you can discuss the widerange 

of opportunities with your personal tour manager, who will be delighted 

to make the necessary arrangements. 

Once you arrive at Rome’s Fiumicino international airport, everthing is taken care of. 

Now you can relax and enjoy  to the full all the delights of your tour.

Italia in Ferrari. Sample itineraries



TORINO

MILANO VENEZIA

GENOVA
MODENA

PISA FIRENZE

SIENA
ASSISI

ROMA

NAPOLI

Up to 600 Km of scintillating driving at the wheel of your Ferrari 

await you along the most exciting roads of Lazio, Umbria and Tuscany. 

Following your first day in Rome - a chance for sightseeing, 

shopping and a familiarisation session with your Ferrari - you’ll be tracing 

the historic tyre tracks left by cars in the legendary Mille Miglia road race. 

Then, the sublime luxury of a 5-star hotel awaits you as step from the cockpit.

Your tour will take you north, where you’ll be pampered at the world-class Fonteverde 

Natural Spa Resort. Then to Pienza, Montepulciano, Siena, Ladispoli and on to Rome 

on the fourth day for your return flight.

Who could resist the prospect of up to 1,000 Km of Ferrari-powered motoring pleasure? 

Following the route of the Mille Miglia north from Rome, 

your tour takes you first to the Fonteverde Natural Spa Resort. 

From there the road opens up to take in the colourful, rolling landscape of 

southern Tuscany’s Val d’Orcia, the Renaissance hill-top town of Pienza, medieval 

Montepulciano, and on to revel in the artistic wonder that is Florence before heading 

south again to Rome on the sixth day to connect with your return flight.

Italia in Ferrari four-day Tour

Italia in Ferrari six-day Tour
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